
Increased realism, 3D, worlds, time; mix of real and imaginary; democracy of landscape/land; 
progression of camera sophistication (e.g. HDR); ease of creating worlds; professional v. 
Amateur; AI taking over the how, what leaving the why to humans? Borders of digital art to 
photography? Analogy of painting to photography? Miss the feeling of taking photographs; 
currently montages...; part of a general trend - manual->automation->AI 

Portrait Mode is also becoming a staple in smartphones and digital mirrorless cameras where object 
recognition can determine a human face and create artificial background blur, or bokeh, something that in the 
past could only be produced by a combination of a lens focal length and aperture.

What may be slower in developing is the “magical sensor” that 
will surpass human vision. A senior engineer in the industry 
told me we could be years away from such a sensor appearing 
in our cameras… In all honesty, I was a bit shocked by this 
revelation.
Lytro cameras work with what is termed, “light field technology.” Its main emphasis is to allow the user to 
capture a photo, then determine focus later in post-processing – very cool stuff!

From <https://www.donsmithblog.com/2020/01/04/where-is-the-future-of-photography-headed-and-can-you-still-have-a-
career-as-a-photographer/> 

However, with Photoshop's recent update, I feel it's different. If you're not aware, Adobe released 
some updates recently that, among other things, included some artificial intelligence with regards 
to sky replacements and facial recognition editing capabilities. Sky replacements are certainly not 
a new phenomenon and have been available for quite some time in other software platforms such 
as Luminar, but with Adobe's release, such advanced sky replacement tools will now be 
accessible to many more people.
Personally, I feel this was an inevitable update from Adobe simply because it’s playing 
catchup with other software platforms that have led the way. That doesn't mean I necessarily 
agree with it, though, as I feel it abrogates the post-production skills of many people who have 
become adept at such things. It is what is now that that genie's been let out of the bottle.

From <https://fstoppers.com/originals/software-driving-or-destroying-future-photography-528009> 

With the latest update batches that now allow us to slide left or right to determine smiles or frowns 
or happiness or sadness or glasses or no glasses, I feel that it’s not beyond the realms of 
possibility that within 5 to 10 years, we’ll be able to create any kind of face we want and add any 
kind of smile or expression we want faster than we can blink. That will make the art of the great 
portrait photographers almost obsolete.
Summing Up

There is a reason that we revere people who excel in their fields and rise to the top: it’s because 
they’re supremely gifted and have spent thousands and thousands of hours perfecting and honing 
their talents and craft so that they can stand above the rest. We marvel at the abilities of our 
favorite musicians and our favorite sportspeople and our favorite artists. And so we should. They 
are the best of the best. But is modern photography software taking us down a road where the 
best of the best suddenly come back to the pack because computer programs can fill in the gaps 
between mediocre and outstanding? Is that somewhere we want to go as a photography 
community?

From <https://fstoppers.com/originals/software-driving-or-destroying-future-photography-528009> 

The future
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I’m going to put on my rose colored glasses here. These concerns are nothing new and photography will 
continue, changed but fundamentally unharmed. Like I said, in the 1800s there were serious concerns 
over the future of portrait painters. Yes, there were probably more people that opted for the quicker 
and simpler photograph over the painted portrait, but painters continued on as photography found its 
own niche. Similar things are happening in other creative arts. Entire movies are being scored with 
computer software where you would previously be required to hire an entire orchestra. Yet, orchestra 
music continues. There are many more people buying mass produced furniture rather than furniture 
hand made by an artist woodworker. Technological advances has had a permanent and sometimes 
almost tragic effect on these genres of art making but they have carried on. Even the best software and 
A.I. doesn’t compare with a creative human who has an artistic vision and takes no shortcuts in 
communicating that vision. Of course, there are instances where that artistic vision might incorporate 
this A.I. but thats a whole other discussion.

From <https://fstoppers.com/originals/software-driving-or-destroying-future-photography-528009> 

NVIDIA’s AI Can Turn Doodles 
Into Landscape ‘Photos’
MAR 19, 2019
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Impressed by NVIDIA’s AI creating photorealistic portraits of people who 
don’t exist? Check out what the company is doing with landscapes. NVIDIA 
has developed a powerful AI that can turn your doodles into photorealistic 
landscape images in real-time.

The AI is named GauGAN, a nod to the post-impressionist painter. Here’s a 
2-minute video that shows the technology in action:
00:0401:10

“A novice painter might set brush to canvas aiming to create a stunning 
sunset landscape — craggy, snow-covered peaks reflected in a glassy lake — only 
to end up with something that looks more like a multi-colored inkblot,” 
NVIDIA writes. “But a deep learning model developed by NVIDIA Research 
can do just the opposite: it turns rough doodles into photorealistic 
masterpieces with breathtaking ease.”
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masterpieces with breathtaking ease.”
NVIDIA is showing off a demo of the AI packaged in a program that’s as easy 
to use as MS Paint. To create lifelike landscape “photos,” all you need to do is 
paint rough brushstrokes and colored sections onto the canvas on the left. 
The generated landscape is instantly updated in the panel on the right.

From <https://petapixel.com/2019/03/19/nvidias-ai-can-turn-doodles-into-landscape-photos/> 

DEMO VERSION Here: nvidia-research-mingyuliu.com/gaugan/ (nvidia-research-mingyuliu.com)

Some of the most fascinating research out there on machine 
learning as applied to art is being conducted by the enterprising 
researchers at Rutgers University’s Art and Artificial Intelligence 
Laboratory. Computer scientists there have previously developed 
algorithms to study artistic influence and to measure creativity in 
art history. Most recently, the lab’s team turned toward something 
a little different: it generated entirely new artworks using a new 
computational system that role plays as an artist, attempting to 
demonstrate creativity without any need for a human mind.

More images generated by the system

The results of this study were published last month in a paper 
penned by Ahmed Elgammal, Bingchen Liu, Mohamed Elhoseiny, 
and Marian Mazzone. To test their system, the researchers 
showed the generated artworks to a pool of 18 people to judge, 
mixed with 50 images of real paintings — half by famous Abstract 
Expressionists and half shown at Art Basel 2016, a fair that represents 

“the forefront of human creativity,” as Elgammal told Hyperallergic.
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“the forefront of human creativity,” as Elgammal told Hyperallergic.

The results: participants largely preferred the machine-created 
artworks to those made by humans, and many even thought that 
the majority of works at Art Basel were generated by the 
programmed system. So, computers may be getting closer to 
autonomously producing their own art that people deem creative. 
Also, zombie formalism is real.

Although it creates its own images, the network, dubbed a Creative 
Adversarial Network (CAN), relies on creative human works during 
its learning process. Researchers programmed it to study 
80,000 WikiArt images of Western paintings from the 15th to the 
20th century so that it knew what kind of images have traditionally 
been aesthetically appealing. But the scientists didn’t want to 
devise a system that could merely emulate history paintings, genre 

scenes, landscapes, and portraits in established styles — a 
machine that truly has artificial intelligence, after all, must be creative. 
Once the system learned these styles, it then worked to deviate from 
them.

“The system has two interactive components: one that generates 
art and one that judges art,” Elgammal told Hyperallergic. “The 
judge is supposed to be trained on art and knows styles; the 
creator tries to create something that tests the taste of the judge so 
it will think the [generated work] is art but at the same time 
confuses the judge about what kind of art and style it is. By doing 
so, [the creator] tries to do something novel that doesn’t fit into 
established styles but is still aesthetically appealing.”

From <https://hyperallergic.com/391059/humans-prefer-computer-generated-paintings-to-those-at-art-basel/> 
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